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PENNSYLVANIA APPELLATE COURT DECISIONS
I. Substantive Law

All decisions are “hyperlinked” to

A. Damages
the slip opinion. All you have to
 Gold v. Rosen, 2016 PA Super 44, (Pa.Super.,
do is “click” or “ctrl + click” on
the title of the case, and if
February 19, 2016)
connected to the Internet, your
 Holding:
A jury may find that a plaintiff
browser will open decision for you
suffered injuries, and that the defendant’s
to read in its entirety. Try it!
negligence was a substantial factor in bringing
about at least some of the injuries, and decline
to award damages, because the injuries were
incidental or non-compensable. The Court noted “that not all injuries are serious
enough to warrant compensation, even though there may be some pain.”
B. Dog Bites
 Franciscus v. Sevdik, 2016 PA Super 52 (Pa.Super., February 29, 2016)
 Holding:
When the owner of a dog (1) has a sign on his residence warning visitors
of the dog, (2) is aware that the 60 to 70 pound dog has a tendency to jump on people
when excited, (3) directs the pet care facility caring for the dog to use a muzzle when
walking the dog, and (4) advises the pet care facility to avoid walking the dog on routes
where there are children and dogs, there is sufficient evidence that the dog has a
dangerous propensity to jump on people, and possibly bite, if unmuzzled, to preclude
the entry of summary judgment.
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II. Workers’ Compensation
A. Collateral Estoppel
 Lindemuth v. Workers’ Compensation Appeal Board (Strishock Coal Co.), No. 812
C.D. 2015 (Pa.Cmwlth., February 24, 2016)
 Holding:
When the issue before the Workers’ Compensation Judge is different
from an issue previously decided by a WCJ, a claimant is not barred by collateral
estoppel from raising the issue in subsequent litigation.
III.

Allocatur Granted

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court has granted an appeal in the following matter for
the issue stated:
 Duffey v. Workers’ Compensation Appeal Board (Trola-Dyne, Inc.), No. 568 MAL
2015 (Pa., February 3, 2016)
 Did the Commonwealth Court err in concluding that an Impairment Rating
Evaluation (IRE), which is designed to rate the percentage of disability two years out
from a work injury, was valid where the IRE only considered the injuries listed on the
notice of compensation payable issued at the time of injury, and did not consider
additional injuries that subsequently arose and were known at the time of the IRE but
not yet formally added to the description of injury?
*********************************************

Support the Philadelphia Bar Association’s Team
In the 2016 Bridge to the Beach
44th Annual American Cancer Society Bike-a-thon!
When:
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Sunday, June 12, 2016
Ride from Philadelphia over the Ben Franklin Bridge to Atlantic City
To help the American Cancer Society finish the fight against cancer!
Click here to visit the website to sign up OR to donate to the team!

Thank you!
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New Second Edition –
The Only Desk Reference with the Entire Workers’ Compensation Act
and the Most Current Regulations

The Pennsylvania
Workers’ Compensation Book
By Daniel J. Siegel, Esquire

The only resource of its kind, Pennsylvania Workers’ Compensation
Law: The Basics: A Primer for Lawyers, Workers, Medical
Professionals & Others, is an up-to-date and easy-to-understand guide
to Pennsylvania workers’ compensation law, practice and procedure.
Designed as a desk reference for attorneys, paralegals, injured workers,
employers, claims adjusters, self-insured employers and vocational
rehabilitation workers, the book includes:
•
•
•

The latest versions of the Pa. Workers’ Compensation Act and
Regulations
A detailed explanation of the Pennsylvania statutes and regulations
Helpful tips for anyone seeking to better understand Pennsylvania’s
workers’ compensation system

Buy your copy today! Only $49.95
•
•
•
•

Order Direct from the Author by completing this Order Form
Call 1-610-446-3457
Email wcbook@danieljsiegel.com
Visit https://www.createspace.com/5347049

Also available from Amazon.com and Barnes & Noble in traditional editions, and
in a Kindle edition.
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